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Dr.Downy Leads for animals Rope
Leash, Dog Leashes for Small Medium
Large Dogs Length 72in Durable High
Strength Polyester Material Soft Wear-
Resistant Slip Lead Ring Design Easy
to Slip on
 1 review

DR.DOWNY

$15.99

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

[High quality] The long dog leash is made of wear-resistant polypropylene, no worry

about biting off by your dog; soft woven design and smooth touch perfectly prevent

scratch when leashing your dog.

[Slip ring design] The leashes for dogs with flexible slip ring design are suitable for all

dogs. When your dog pulls, it will tighten to prompt to stop and the leather cover will

benefit to grip the slip rope.

[Bright color] Compared with other colors of dog leashes, orange is so recognizable that

you can easily see it in day or night. When the dog gets lost, the bright orange will help

you quickly see the dog.

[Reasonable size] The dog leash large dogs are 6 ft long. It will have enough secure

space for dog to move and you can adjust it according to your need. No collars and

safety belts are needed.

[Multi-occasions] The training dog leash is an indispensable tool for the dog owner.

Whether you take part in leisure walking activity, running, or outdoor hiking, you can

complete it with your dog.
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Strong Leash
Strong leash but my dog is too strong for the loop to stay without getting smaller (Australian
Shephard) . So just be careful if you have a big and strong dog so they don't chock.
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